Metabolomics Standards Workshop and the development of international standards for reporting metabolomics experimental results
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Informatics standards and controlled vocabularies are essential for allowing information technology to help exchange, manage, interpret and compare large data collections. In a rapidly evolving field, the challenge is to work out how best to describe, but not prescribe, the use of these technologies and methods. A Metabolomics Standards Workshop was held by the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) to bring together multiple ongoing standards efforts in metabolomics with the NIH research community. The goals were to discuss metabolomics workflows (methods, technologies and data treatments) and the needs, challenges and potential approaches to developing a Metabolomics Standards Initiative that will help facilitate this rapidly growing field which has been a focus of the NIH roadmap effort. This report highlights specific aspects of what was presented and discussed at the 1st and 2nd August 2005 Metabolomics Standards Workshop.
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INTRODUCTION

The Metabolomics Standards Workshop was sponsored by the NIH and organized with the help of the Metabolomics Society to bring together multiple ongoing standards efforts with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) research community [1–4]. The following is a briefing on this workshop and the full proceedings and presentations can be viewed at the NIH and Metabolomics Society websites [5, 6].

The study of global metabolic changes in biological systems has been termed metabolomics [7] and metabonomics [8]. Metabolomics uses comprehensive analytical methods to study metabolism, metabolites and other small molecules within cells and tissues. These collective small molecule constituents, or metabolome, along with the proteome and genome, comprise the building blocks of living systems. Application of metabolomics technology has rapidly expanded from early metabolomics studies involving plant physiology and animal toxicity to many other disciplines and forms an important component in studying systems biology of organisms along with genomics and proteomics [7–10]. Metabolites within metabolomes can also be shared among organisms forming an ecosystem that describe functional interactions between organisms and their environments [9, 11].

Global metabolomics approaches are possible because of multiple high throughput technologies
including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (MS) and molecular nano-sensors (MNS) and is dependent on informatics systems that can support this wealth of data collections [12–15]. Informatics standards and controlled vocabularies are essential to allow the application of information technology to help exchange, manage, interpret and compare large data collections [3, 15–17]. The challenge is to work out how best to describe, but not prescribe, the use of these technologies and methods. Accepted minimum standards need to be developed for a reporting structure of metabolomic data and the underlying study designs. These standards will be different from current best practice protocols that are rapidly changing and which also might report on far more details and parameters. What may be the best methods and technologies today may become antiquated tomorrow.

In general, informatics of metabolomics can be broken into information about the experiment; the analytical aspects of instrumentation and sample processing; and the chemometric identification, verification and description of the metabolome components [2, 3, 15]. Understanding the biological context of how samples were acquired is essential since the metabolome is very dynamic and dependent on many internal and external environmental influences [3, 18]. The analysis and presentation of metabolomics information needs to be described so that this information can be used by others to confirm, refute or validate experimental findings, and tools need to be developed to implement the use of these standards [3, 15]. Careful examination of the metabolomics technologies, methodologies and resources in use or being developed will help define the need for informatics standards and associated tools.

PLATFORMS, ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

Metabolomics information is derived from heterogeneous platforms that vary in their technical and scientific foundations with each technology and biological matrix presenting its own set of challenges in providing concise descriptions that allow for proper interpretations of the metabolic information acquired [3, 16, 19, 20]. All platforms infer some aspects of metabolite abundance, spatial and temporal changes in concentrations, transformation of mass between molecular species or the transfer of information between pathways, tissue, organs or organisms [21–23]. Definitive descriptions of all these aspects are not always possible and these technologies need to be described so that a confidence in the aspects of the measures acquired can be determined. Ultimately, a quantitative or qualitative metabolite measurement is made and its description using a standard such as the recently developed International Chemical Identifier (InChI) coding will be essential for interoperability of informatics systems [24].

MS and NMR spectroscopy are the most common technology platforms used in metabolomics research [25–34]. They are often coupled with other chromatography techniques or modified to provide multiple measurement dimensions based on physical or chemical properties of metabolites [31–36]. Other detection platforms such as infra red spectroscopy or electrochemical detectors can also be used to provide additional measurement dimensions of metabolite characteristics [37]. Each detection or separation technique has different abilities in providing high sample throughput, resolution in identifying metabolites and sensitivity limitations. In addition to technologies that can measure many metabolites at once, new probes and sensors that are specific to individual metabolites are being produced with high throughput biotechnology techniques. These probes are useful in defining the temporal and spatial aspects of metabolites within biological systems [12, 13]. Some of these techniques can also be used in conjunction with isotope tracing studies to measure the flux of metabolite conversions between molecular species [29, 30]. All techniques need to be described in enough detail to reproduce results, and common informatics standards for describing these platform configurations are needed [34, 38, 39].

Metabolites are identified through the use of data libraries that contain physical and chemical properties of many metabolites as detected by each technology platform [3, 26, 34, 38–45]. Pure metabolites standards and well-characterized biological matrix of metabolites can also be used to confirm metabolite characteristics and calibrate equipment to improve library identification [38, 40–45]. Often, libraries for a single platform cannot uniquely identify a metabolite due to the lack of unambiguous physical and chemical properties being detected or resolution of the technology to decipher small differences. Identical mass, isomeric and chiral properties can be especially difficult to decipher [27, 28].
Therefore, the full description of metabolomes will likely require multiplexing multiple technologies which present many different dimensions of chemical information for every molecule in a complex sample and their temporal spatial relationships. Cooperation with instrument suppliers will be essential in describing these technologies. Computers will need to decipher and collapse all these dimensions in order to infer the chemical makeup of a metabolome. Leveraging of extensive libraries that must communicate with common ontologies will likely be required for rapid metabolomics analysis [14].

Comparing metabolomics information derived from different platforms is a formidable challenge since definitive identification of most metabolites within complex biological fluids is difficult. Some initial studies have achieved a correlation between NMR data sets and between MS- and NMR-based data sets for improved biomarker identification using analysis of covariance across a cohort of sample sets [35, 36].

Currently, the extent of libraries, standards and analysis tools are insufficient to easily decipher the complete chemical makeup of metabolomes. The current technologies, however, can detect signals from many, if not most, metabolites and confirmatory analysis can be used to identify the metabolite sources of these signals. The statistical analysis of these signals without source identification may provide useful biomarkers for classification and complex multivariate signals or signatures have demonstrated utility in toxicological applications; however, molecular identification is important for mechanistic analysis [14, 46, 47]. Describing these unknowns for future identification, mechanistic follow-up or as classification tools is a large challenge [2, 3, 14, 48]. Publishing all raw signal data is not yet practical, but properties of the informative signals need to be described such that exactly the same technology is not needed to reproduce similar signals if this information is to be easily verified and expanded upon by other investigators. Some access to raw signal data, however, could be valuable in improving analysis techniques. Therefore, it was recommended that raw data be kept within local laboratory information management systems (LIMS) systems; however, development of systems with some public access to this data and protocol information via internet portals should be encouraged [43, 44, 49, 50].

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Metabolomics profiles are dependent on both the biological state of the organism from which they were obtained and any subsequent processing techniques. As with genomics and proteomics, there is a need to describe experiments such that computers can aid optimally in data mining [2–4, 16, 17, 22, 38]. This requires the development of both ontologies, minimal reported information about the experiment and tools to implement them. While each field has specific experimental techniques and terminology, any harmonization across fields will be beneficial to advance system biology approaches. This will be especially important with genomics and proteomics in order to study pathways and networks.

Biological reference information is crucial to understanding the metabolome. Nutritional and biorhythm effects can greatly complicate and, if not analysed properly, could confound metabolomics experiments [9, 51, 52]. It is necessary to describe in enough detail the environment and state of the organism so that experiments can be compared or repeated to produce similar results. This is the core biological context of the measurement event and the type of measurement made.

The procedures used in processing samples can affect the reported metabolite concentrations [47, 53]. Even small changes in centrifugation of plasma have been shown to change recovery of some metabolites and many metabolites are rapidly degraded or created after samples have been extracted. Contamination from processing vessels is also a potential confounding factor. Some of these difficulties can be ameliorated by using standard reference material; however, enough descriptive information needs to be provided to allow for proper interpretation of results and knowledge about how sensitive metabolites are to procedural changes is also important.

A balance between necessary descriptions of sample collection, preparation protocol and instrumentation and the burden to investigators in describing all details needs to be developed. This balance will likely depend on the use of the information. The level of descriptive detail involved in standard operating procedures (SOPs), good laboratory practices (GLP) and good manufacturing practices (GMP) are generally used mostly for regulatory submission and not basic science where
such stringent record-keeping may consume too many resources to implement, limit productivity and reduce compliance to standards. Therefore, minimal information standards for sample collection, preparation and technology description might vary depending on the use of this information with submission to regulatory agencies having specific requirements [54]. Minimum information standards should not include unnecessary and burdensome details that are unnecessary to reproduce similar results; however, investigators are highly encouraged to record these details for their laboratory management. Developing a greater depth of reported information for ‘minimum standards’ may be implemented by individual academic principal investigators leading by example.

RESOURCES, INTEGRATION AND INTEROPERABILITY
A network of integrated databases and resources is needed to meet the challenge of metabolomics research. Properties of these databases can be summarized into four major categories: reference databases that have a large collection of single or highly limited data types; repositories that have many data types focused around a theme such as an organism, disease or technology; indexes and tools that access many other databases or resources and laboratory management information systems that help organize complex experiments [2, 14, 55]. While many databases have several of these properties, one usually dominates. The types of data may include information about a metabolite and its biological relevance; the instrumentation, technology and methodology used to make the measurement; and the experimental design and context in which the observation was made.

Public signal pattern databases for MS and NMR exist to connect signal observations with chemical entities [40, 41, 43, 56]. Chemical indexes such as PubChem, Chem Abstracts, Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) provide the ability to search for chemical entities and their basic properties and link to other sources [57–59]. These links are dependent on proper unambiguous interpretation of chemical nomenclature such as the INChI standard [24]. Once identified, these metabolites then need to be linked to biological context of written literature, stored experimental data, and biological knowledge databases of biological pathways and networks [57–59]. Pathway databases provide the system biology relationships between metabolites, proteins and genes, and pattern databases support the link between observation from technology platforms and chemical indexes [60, 61]. Public pathway databases such as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) can provide information on tens of thousands of pathways from hundreds of organisms [60]. Projects such as Lipid Maps have several databases of these types connected around a lipid theme [43, 44]. Other projects have collections centered around organisms or tissues [42, 62].

The reference information within these databases ultimately comes from data reduction of experimental data. Any laboratory that produces metabolomics information needs to manage large collections of metabolite measurements and metadata supporting these measurements. Information from these LIMS systems needs to flow from experiment to reference and theme, and back again to interpret metabolomics information.

Flow of information from one database to another requires common language centred on biology and chemistry [17, 22, 44]. Minimum information about studies, technology used and metabolites measured are needed to compare experimental data while reference databases are needed to connect the metabolites to biological pathways and networks [2–4, 7, 16, 17, 22, 57–59]. Semantic compatibility is necessary for the flow of information from laboratory databases to reference databases and to reduce and reuse this information in further analysis. Syntax between all these databases must have commonality or be translated for information to flow. Therefore, informatics standards and developed tools to implement these standards are essential for efficient metabolomics research.

CURRENT EFFORTS IN METABOLOMICS STANDARDS
Developing informatics standards for metabolomics will require cooperation from many diverse communities. The Standard Metabolic Reporting Structure (SMRS) and an Architecture for Metabolomics (ArMET) consortia, and the recent MetaboMeeting have already built considerable consensus within the metabolomics community [3, 4, 15]. With the help of the Metabolomics Society, the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and NIH funded researchers; this collaboration should continue to grow. Each discipline that uses metabolomics
technology will need to develop and harmonize their efforts with other disciplines. In addition, equipment suppliers and other industrial producers or users of metabolomics technologies should be involved in development and implementation of standards. It is expected that mistakes will be made as standards are developed. Therefore, it must be a broadly based community effort that is adaptable and extensible. These efforts in turn will need to be consolidated with proteomics, genomics and system biology standards. Further research into the integration of transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics data sets is required.

Metabolomics studies produce large amounts of data that could be reused by other investigators to help confirm, interpret or validate research findings. Leveraging of this information depends on having reporting standards with common ontology and structure on how metabolomics experiments should be reported. To this end, it was agreed that working groups be established under the guidance of the Metabolomics Society with the help of the EBI. These groups would involve the community in developing a ‘Reporting Standards in Metabolomics’ (RSM) document. Noting that a standard that is broadly developed by the community and generally accepted as necessary, and not overly burdensome is more likely to be followed.

The scope of this document will be to formulate minimum reporting standards that describe metabolomics experiments, but do not prescribe how to perform these experiments. An oversight committee and five subcommittees were established as outcomes of this workshop [63]. The subcommittee areas are (i) biological sample context, (ii) chemical analysis, (iii) data analysis, (iv) ontology and (v) data exchange. A draft of these standards will be discussed at the June 2006 Metabolomics Society meeting [64]. Investigators wanting to contribute to these efforts can find the appropriate contact information at the Metabolomics Society website [63].

Informatics standards along with large data collections and physical standards are needed to form an infrastructure necessary to support the rapid identification of metabolites, and the use of metabolomics. As with any infrastructure, all parts are needed for the whole to work effectively and rapid concurrent development of these resources will speed the use of metabolomics in prognostic, diagnostics and quality assurance medical, nutritional and environmental applications.

Key Points
- The reporting of minimal information about experimental design, technology and analysis with common ontologies are necessary to facilitate computer-assisted use of metabolomics information.
- These informatics standards must describe and not prescribe the use of this technology and
- It should be harmonized with other informatics standards efforts in genomics and proteomics to build towards comprehensive system biology descriptions.
- A Metabolomics Standards Initiative has begun to address these challenges.
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